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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ELECTRON CYCLOTRON EMISSION 

RESEARCH ON MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS 
Gary Taylor 

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University,  

Princeton, New Jersey 08543, USA 

Abstract 

Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) has been an important diagnostic for measuring 

the temporal evolution of the electron temperature profile in magnetically confined 

plasma devices for more than 25 years. Recent advances in ECE measurements, such as 

2-D ECE imaging and ECE intensity correlation techniques, have provided detailed 

information on sawtooth reconnection, neoclassical tearing mode behavior, electron heat 

transport, fast electron dynamics, and fast particle-driven Alfvén eigenmodes. ECE 

spectral analysis is benefiting from improved ECE modeling and significant increases in 

computational power that allow fast, real-time, temperature measurements. Mode-

converted electron Bernstein wave emission (EBE) diagnostics are being developed to 

study overdense (ωpe >> ωce) plasmas, a regime where conventional ECE diagnostics 

cannot be applied and one commonly encountered in high β devices, such as the 

spherical torus and reversed-field pinch. While ECE diagnostic techniques are now well 

established on many existing magnetically confined plasmas, significant challenges lie 

ahead for applying ECE techniques to reactor-grade plasmas, such as ITER where Te(0) 

is expected to reach 20-40 keV. This paper reviews the recent advances in ECE, electron 

cyclotron absorption and EBE diagnostics and discusses the challenges for ECE 

measurements on ITER. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) from magnetically confined 

plasmas has been an important diagnostic technique for studying the temporal evolution 

of the electron temperature profile (Te(R,t)) for more than a quarter-century. Electron 

cyclotron emission (ECE) radiates from plasma confined in a magnetic field as the 

electrons spiral around the magnetic field. ECE is radiated at the electron cyclotron 

frequency, ωce = eB/γme and its harmonics, where e is the electronic charge, B is the 

magnetic field strength, me is the electron mass and γ is the Lorentz relativistic mass 

factor [1].  Confining magnetic fields used in nuclear fusion research are typically in the 

range of 0.5-10 T, so that ECE is emitted in the 10-500 GHz frequency band. In most 

devices used for magnetically confined nuclear fusion research, ECE at the fundamental 

EC frequency with ordinary mode (O-mode) polarization and the second harmonic EC 

frequency with extraordinary mode (X-mode) polarization is at blackbody levels. Te(R,t) 

is measured by detecting this blackbody-level ECE along a magnetic field gradient.  

The first ECE spectral measurements on a tokamak were made in the early 1970s [2] 

and the potential for using ECE spectra to diagnose plasmas was suggested at about the 

same time [3, 4]. Much of the ECE research in the 1970’s was directed towards 

understanding the physical processes that affect the ECE spectrum, such as wall 

reflections in optically thin plasmas and mode mixing between O-mode and X-mode 

polarizations [5, 6]. O-mode polarized radiation at fundamental ECE frequencies was 

found to be at the blackbody level in the Princeton Large Tokamak (PLT) [7] and the 

measured ECE optical depth on PLT agreed with hot-plasma theory [8]. By the early 

1980’s ECE had been established as a standard Te(R,t) diagnostic on many magnetically 

confined plasma devices used for nuclear fusion research. BORNATICI et al. [9] 
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published an excellent review of ECE research and its diagnostic potential during this 

early period of development.  

During the past 25 years there has been significant theoretical research on ECE from 

non-thermal, anisotropic electron distributions [10] and on the effect of non-thermal 

distributions on electron temperature measurements [11]. ECE diagnostics have studied 

the complex spatial and temporal evolution of fast magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) 

instabilities [12, 13] and electron temperature fluctuations [14]. Vertically [15] and 

obliquely [16] viewing ECE systems have studied the generation and transport of 

energetic non-thermal electrons. In optically thin plasmas, electron cyclotron absorption 

(ECA), combined with an independent measurement of density, has been used to 

measure electron temperature [17] while being relatively insensitive to non-thermal 

emission. ECA has also yielded valuable information on the electron distribution 

function [18].  

A relatively recent development is the use of mode-converted electron Bernstein 

wave emission (EBE) to study overdense (ωpe >> ωce) plasmas, a regime where 

conventional ECE diagnostics cannot be applied and that is characteristic of high β 

devices, such as the spherical torus and reversed-field pinch. EBE can mode-convert to 

electromagnetic radiation outside the plasma, by either coupling to the X-mode (B-X 

conversion) [19] or to the O-mode (B-X-O conversion) [20]. After mode conversion 

conventional microwave radiometry techniques can be employed. Te(R,t) was first 

measured successfully with EBE radiometry, via B-X-O conversion, on the Wendelstein 

7-AS stellarator (W7-AS) [21, 22] 

ECE diagnostic systems fall into two classes; quasi-optic instruments including the 

Martin-Puplett Michelson interferometer [23-25] and the multi-channel grating 
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polychromator [26, 27], and instruments that employ microwave techniques, such as fast 

frequency scanning and multi-channel heterodyne radiometers [28-30].  Michelson ECE 

instruments have a large throughput, enabling absolute calibration and they are well 

suited to broadband ECE studies of non-Maxwellian electron behavior. During the past 

10-15 years, heterodyne radiometry has benefited from major advances in millimeter 

wave technology and microwave system integration. The temporal and spatial resolution 

of heterodyne systems is generally far superior to quasi-optic instruments, allowing 

heterodyne ECE diagnostics to be used in the study of fast phenomena such as energetic 

particle-driven modes and turbulent fluctuations [14, 31]. A review of heterodyne 

radiometry techniques was published by HARTFUSS, et al. [32] in the late 1990’s.  

This paper will review developments in ECE, ECA and EBE research that have 

occurred during the past 5 years. Many of the most recent papers referenced in this 

review were either originally presented at the 14th Joint Workshop on ECE and ECRH 

that was held in May 2006 on Santorini Island in Greece, or appear in this issue of 

Fusion Science and Technology. This review covers a period when ECE measurements 

have provided detailed information on sawtooth reconnection, electron heat transport, 

fast electron dynamics, and fast particle-driven modes. ECE spectral analysis is now 

clearly benefiting from the confluence of significantly improved numerical modeling 

and ubiquitous, inexpensive computer systems. These technical developments have, for 

example, allowed ECE diagnostics to provide fast, real-time, Te(R,t) measurements for 

plasma feedback systems. Looking towards the future, as the electron temperature in 

magnetically confined plasmas rises well beyond 10 keV, relativistic effects will become 

increasingly important. The large relativistic downshift and spectral broadening 

characteristic of plasmas in this high Te regime shifts the emitting layer and results in 
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increased harmonic overlap that constrains radial access and degrades radial resolution. 

These issues will only become more challenging as magnetically confined nuclear 

fusion research moves to reactor-grade plasmas, such as ITER, where Te is expected to 

reach 20-40 keV. 

Section II of this paper describes developments in ECE-related technology and 

Section III presents some recent results from ECE and ECA measurements. Section IV 

discusses important advances in 2-D ECE imaging and how this relatively new 

technique is changing our understanding of magnetic reconnection physics. Section V 

reviews recent developments in EBE research on overdense plasmas and Section VI 

discusses future challenges for ECE measurements on ITER.   

II. DEVELOPMENTS IN ECE RELATED TECHNOLOGY  

The standard ECE Martin-Puplett, Michelson interferometer [23-25] has undergone 

significant improvements in recent years. The development of the rotating mirror 

Michelson interferometer has allowed up to six input channels, and mirror scan times 

that are at least an order of magnitude faster than conventional reciprocating mirror 

Michelson interferometers. The rotating helicoidal mirror Michelson interferometer 

design originally employed on FTU [33] has been extended to allow for simultaneous 

ECE measurements on six channels [34, 35]. The spectrometer is now installed on the 

Joint European Torus (JET) tokamak in England, where it will provide simultaneous 

measurements in two polarizations via one perpendicular and two oblique views (Fig. 1) 

[36]. The helicoidal mirror in the Michelson interferometer has four steps (Fig. 2) and 

revolves at 1400 rpm, giving a scan time of 10.7 ms. The diagnostic detects ECE 

between 75 and 400 GHz with 7.5 GHz spectral resolution, resulting in a major radial 

resolution of better than 10 cm.  
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ECE Te(R) measurements are increasingly being used to provide real-time feedback 

signals. On the Tore-Supra tokamak in Cadarache, France, a 32-channel ECE radiometer 

provides real-time Te(R) feedback for controlling the transport barrier in steady-state 

lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) discharges [37]. Te(R) is generated from ECE data 

every millisecond by using analytic expressions to radially map the ECE spectra.  The 

radial mapping uses magnetic equilibrium data and the electron density to calculate 

paramagnetic and diamagnetic field corrections. The relativistic frequency shifts are also 

estimated in real-time. The processing time for each Te(R) time slice is 600 µs. Good 

agreement is obtained between the real time system and the post-shot analysis.  

Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) suppression by electron cyclotron resonance 

heating (ECRH) or electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) requires the deposition 

profile to be precisely aligned at the location of the NTM in order to achieve efficient 

stabilization. NTM suppression may be critical on ITER and dedicated ECE systems are 

being developed to provide feedback control for NTM suppression systems. A  

“line-of-sight” feedback system has been designed for installation on the TEXTOR 

tokamak in Jülich, Germany [38]. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic of the feedback system. 

An 800 kW, 140 GHz 10 s gyrotron transmission line has a Fabry-Perot frequency 

selective coupler (FSC) installed in it that is transparent to the gyrotron frequency but 

reflective to frequencies that are nearby. The reflected ECE is transported to a six 

channel heterodyne radiometer, operating between 132.5 and 147.5 GHz. Because the 

ECE signal contains significant levels (~ 100 W) of stray gyrotron power reflected from 

the walls of the tokamak an 11 orders of magnitude attenuation of the stray signal is 

required before the ECE is detected by the radiometer. In order to accomplish this a 

second FSC is used to attenuate the stray gyrotron radiation at the input to the 
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radiometer (Fig. 3(b)). With this additional FSC and a notch filter the stray power is 

comparable to the ECE and does not saturate the input to the radiometer. 

ECE measurements oblique to the confining magnetic field direction can be a 

powerful tool for studying non-Maxwellian electron distributions. Emission at different 

oblique angles comes from electrons having different velocities. On the TCV tokamak in 

Lausanne, Switzerland, a real-time steered obliquely-viewing ECE radiometer has been 

installed and used to measure non-thermal ECE during ECCD [39]. The radiometer uses 

a modified ECRH launcher that can be rapidly steered over 45 degrees in 500 ms. 

Preliminary measurements during ECRH and ECCD plasmas, with the system cross-

calibrated to Thomson scattering during an ECRH discharge, showed indications of non-

thermal emission during low power (250 kW) ECCD.  

A new antenna dedicated to oblique ECE measurements has been installed recently 

on the compact FTU tokamak in Frascati, Italy, where it will be used to study non-

thermal electrons generated during LHCD [40]. The compact nature of FTU and the fact 

that it is also liquid-nitrogen cooled and surrounded by a cryostat, means that it is 

difficult to design an ECE system with an oblique view. Vignetting by the wall of the 

tall and narrow vertical viewport limits the maximum angle between the line-of-sight 

and the perpendicular to the magnetic field to 20o at the plasma edge and to 30o at the 

plasma axis. This limits the diagnostic to being sensitive to electrons with energies 

below 15 keV. A 12-channel grating polychromator is connected to the antenna to 

measure optically thin X-mode polarized ECE from the antenna. In order to remove  

O-mode emission that is close to blackbody due to reflections, a quarter-wave plate is 

used to transform the oblique, elliptically polarized, emission to linear polarization that 

can then be filtered with a wire grid. 
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ECE diagnostics often require vacuum windows with low attenuation and reflectivity 

over a wide frequency band. This is normally accomplished by adding dielectric 

coatings of suitable permittivity and thickness. Coatings on the vacuum side must be 

vacuum compatible and resistant to plasma radiation. Recently, a rugged multilayer 

vacuum window design has been developed for wide-band microwave plasma 

diagnostics that satisfies these requirements [41]. A boron nitride disk was installed on 

the vacuum side of a fused silica window and a layer of Teflon was added to the 

atmospheric pressure side. This multi-layer window attained a power reflection 

coefficient as low as 0.025 in the 26.5–40, 40–56, and 56–75 GHz frequency bands and 

as low as 0.01 in the 75–92 and 92–110 GHz frequency bands. 

As data analysis, modeling, and computing networks become increasingly fast,  

complex new integrated approaches to data analysis on fusion research devices become 

possible. For example, on the steady-state Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator, being 

constructed at Greifswald in Germany, a vast amount of strongly-linked plasma 

diagnostic data, including ECE spectra, will be continuously analyzed to benchmark the 

plasma behavior against physics models [42]. Within this context, the approach being 

followed in order to analyze the ECE data is to fit the ECE spectra obtained by both low 

field side (LFS) and high field side (HFS) antennas in both the “bean-shaped” and 

“triangular” sections of W7-X with a simulated model spectrum that includes the 

antenna pattern, receiver characteristics etc. [43]. On W7-X, the primary ECE Te(R) 

diagnostic will be a second harmonic, X-mode radiometer that will be installed on the 

LFS of one of the “bean-shaped” sections where the major radial magnetic field gradient 

is large. Additional non-thermal electron information can be obtained from HFS 

measurements in both the “bean-shaped” and “triangular” sections. ECE from ripple 
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trapped electrons in the “triangular” sections can contribute 50% of the ECE signal as 

compared to less than 15% of the ECE signal from the “bean-shaped” sections. 

III. RECENT ECE AND ECA MEASUREMENTS 

ECE and ECA measurements can provide detailed information on MHD instabilities, 

electron heat transport, internal electron transport barriers, fast electron dynamics, fast 

particle-driven modes and high frequency temperature fluctuations. This section reviews 

some recent ECE and ECA measurements. Significant new results from 2-D ECE 

imaging of sawtooth reconnections and tearing modes will be discussed in section IV.  

Recently, low frequency (8-12 Hz) Te oscillations have been discovered with ECE 

radiometry during ECCD discharges on the TCV tokamak [44, 45].  These oscillations 

appear in two types of plasmas; fully non-inductive discharges with ECCD and 

discharges with a combination of Ohmic heating and ECCD (Fig. 4). The oscillations 

look similar to oscillations seen in fully non-inductive LHCD plasmas with reversed 

central shear in Tore Supra [46]. They have a non-helical structure and interact strongly 

with existing MHD to significantly perturb the heat and current transport. 

On TCV, ECE can be measured simultaneously with radiometers located on the HFS 

(78-114 GHz) and LFS (65-99 GHz) of the plasma. Measurements with the two ECE 

radiometers are being used, in conjunction with the 3-D NOTEC code [47], to study 

ECE spectra from ECCD discharges where up to 50% of the kinetic energy is stored in 

non-thermal electrons. One such discharge had 1 MW of on-axis ECCD, an electron 

internal transport barrier, a central electron density of 2 x 1019 m-3 and a central electron 

temperature of 7 keV, measured by Thomson scattering. The ECE spectra from the HFS 

and LFS radiometers could be simulated by introducing a non-thermal electron 

population with an energy of 35 keV perpendicular to the magnetic field and an energy 
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of 1.5 keV parallel to the magnetic field. The non-thermal population density was 20% 

of the total electron density.  

Sawtooth oscillations have been recently studied in the Aditya tokamak in 

Gandhinagar, India [48] using two 8-channel radiometers operating at 60-90 GHz [49] 

and 27-39 GHz. The radiometers measure second and third harmonic ECE on Aditya, 

which has Ohmically-heated plasmas with a major radius of 0.75 m, a minor radius of 

0.25 m and a toroidal field of 0.75 T. Heat pulses generated during sawtooth 

reconnections were observed to exhibit ballistic propagation similar to that measured 

earlier in the TFTR and DIII-D tokamaks in the USA [50]. 

Bursts of non-thermal ECE during Quiescent H-mode plasmas in the DIII-D 

tokamak in San Diego have recently been reported [51]. The bursts coincide with the 

presence of an edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) [52]. Previously intense  

(Trad > 10-1000 keV) non-thermal ECE bursts had been reported that were correlated 

with ELM’s in JET [53], TFTR [54] and DIII-D [55], and high β disruptions in TFTR 

[56]. A prominent feature of the EHO ECE bursting is that there is a threshold MHD 

amplitude for appearance of the ECE bursts. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the 

bursting turns on as the n=1 EHO mode amplitude exceeds 1x10-4 T and then turns off 

when the mode amplitude drops below the same level, while major plasma parameters 

remain unchanged. For ELM or disruption triggered bursts the emission frequency is 

downshifted from the ECE resonance frequency corresponding to the location of the 

ELM or disruption. Surprisingly, the EHO ECE burst appears at an emission frequency 

that is up-shifted from the ECE resonant frequency corresponding to the location of the 

EHO. 
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Fast particle-driven instabilities can seriously degrade the confinement of fusion 

plasmas. In the Tore Supra tokamak, high frequency (40-200 kHz) Toroidicity-induced 

Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) are triggered during discharges heated with hydrogen 

minority ion cyclotron range of frequency heating (ICRH) and lower hybrid current 

drive (LHCD). Barely trapped fast electrons drive low frequency (5-20 kHz) electron 

fishbone instabilities during LHCD, ECCD and ECRH. Electron temperature 

fluctuations associated with these modes have been studied [57] with a 78-110 GHz, 32-

channel heterodyne ECE radiometer [58]. To measure these low amplitude 

perturbations, where ΔTe/Te < 1%, a correlation technique [31, 59] was used to 

overcome the intrinsic thermal noise of the Te measurement, which was typically ΔTe/Te 

~ 4%. The correlation technique used in this case involved integrating the cross-

correlation function of two ECE signals emitted from adjacent plasma volumes. Using 

this technique turbulence levels were determined to be in the 0.1- 0.3 % range in RF-

heated Tore Supra plasmas. Fast particle-driven coherent mode amplitudes > 0.3% were 

measured by correlating ECE signals for 15 ms.  

The ECE correlation technique employed on Tore Supra was first used 15 years ago; 

the technique was developed to measure Te perturbations that were smaller than the Te 

resolution limit set by the intrinsic radiation noise. For a typical heterodyne ECE 

radiometer, with a receiver bandwidth of 500 kHz and a frequency response of 250 kHz 

this limit is ΔTe/Te ~ 2%. Correlation analysis can be used to measure fluctuations far 

below this level. For example, fluctuations associated with TAE modes or modes driven 

by hot ions. Two correlation schemes have proven successful in practice; correlating 

ECE in separate frequency bands, the technique used in the experiments on Tore Supra, 

and correlating ECE signals from two separate radiometers. A current review 
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summarizing ECE correlation radiometry techniques and recent ECE correlation 

measurements is presented in this issue of Fusion Science and Technology [60].   

A 70 GHz 400 kW gyrotron has been used to study single pass electron cyclotron 

wave absorption oblique to the magnetic field in the Heliotron-J helical-axis device at 

Kyoto University in Japan [61, 62]. The transmitted wave power was measured and the 

dependence of the absorption on the plasma electron density, the polarization of the 

launched power and the electron cyclotron resonance position was investigated. 

Measurements were compared to a numerical calculation by the TRECE ray tracing 

code [63] that included a detailed model of the 3-D magnetic field and used a neural 

network algorithm to reduce the computation time. Both O-mode and X-mode polarized 

absorption were investigated. The single pass absorption for the summation of the two 

polarizations agreed well with the numerical calculation at low densities, where 

refraction was minimal. A polarization scanning experiment, and the TRECE numerical 

simulation of the experiment, clearly showed the Cotton-Mouton plasma birefringence 

effect which gives rise to an oscillation in the transmitted wave intensity.  

IV. ADVANCES IN 2-D ECE IMAGING  

Until the early 1990’s ECE Te measurements employed a single antenna to collect 

the emission along a viewing chord with a monotonic magnetic field gradient. This 

arrangement allowed reconstruction of a 1-D Te profile.  In some instances rigid poloidal 

rotation of the plasma has been used to successfully reconstruct 2-D Te images from a 

single antenna, providing valuable information on plasma MHD behavior [64, 65]. But 

true 2-D ECE Te imaging requires an antenna array [66]. Figure 6 shows a schematic 

layout of a 2-D heterodyne ECE imaging diagnostic. An imaging lens focuses ECE onto 

a vertical array of antennas and Schottky detectors connected to multi-channel or 
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frequency scanning heterodyne radiometers.  A shared local oscillator scans the receive 

frequency of each radiometer. This arrangement yields Te(R,t) profiles for each of the 

horizontal chords, allowing a Te(R,Z,t) image to be reconstructed (where Z is the vertical 

direction). High-resolution imaging is achieved by matching the Gaussian beam pattern 

of the imaging lens to the acceptance angle of the antennas in the array. As in a 

conventional 1-D ECE Te diagnostic, horizontal resolution is limited by the rf bandwidth 

of the radiometers, Doppler and relativistic broadening, and the magnetic field gradient 

along each viewing chord. Practically, the achievable image resolution is ~ 1 cm in the 

major radial and poloidal directions. ECE intensity interferometry [60] can be combined 

with 2-D ECE imaging to image small temperature fluctuations related to broadband 

turbulence, fast-particle driven Alfvén eigenmodes or MHD instabilities.  

The first implementation of a 2-D ECE imaging diagnostic, using a 20-channel 90-

120 GHz imaging array, was on the TEXT-U tokamak in the USA [67]. Later a 16-

channel 100-140 GHz 2-D ECE imaging system was installed on the RTP tokamak at the 

FOM Institute for Plasma Physics in the Netherlands [68]. More recently a 2-D ECE 

imaging system was installed on the LHD stellarator and the GAMMA-10 tandem mirror 

device in Japan [69, 70], and the RTP 16-channel 2-D ECE imaging diagnostic was 

moved to the TEXTOR tokamak at Forschungszentrum, Jülich [66, 70-74].  

The TEXTOR 2-D, second harmonic, X-mode, ECE imaging diagnostic has recently 

been used in a detailed study of the sawtooth crash [76-78] and an investigation of NTM 

suppression by ECRH [74, 79]. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the TEXTOR, 95-130 

GHz, 2-D ECE imaging system, which is combined with a microwave imaging 

reflectometer (MIR) that operates at ~88 GHz.  In the TEXTOR ECE imaging diagnostic 

each of 16 antennas in the array is connected to an 8-channel radiometer, yielding a 128-
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element image. The region imaged in the TEXTOR plasma can be moved from the LFS 

to HFS of the axis. To provide electron temperature profile data, the ECE imaging signals 

are cross-calibrated to a Thomson scattering system that shares the same viewport.  

TEXTOR 2-D ECE imaging data on the HFS of the magnetic axis shown in Fig. 8 

clearly shows detailed images of a sawtooth reconnection. Reconnections were found to 

be highly localized and were observed at many places near the q = 1 rational surface, not 

just towards the LFS [77]. The combination of kink and local pressure driven instabilities 

leads to a small poloidally localized puncture in the magnetic surface. The imaging data 

only partially agree with existing models of sawtooth reconnection [78]. The initial stages 

of the reconnection look similar to predictions of the ballooning model [80, 81], except 

that the model predicts only reconnections on the LFS. The intermediate and later stages 

of the reconnection resemble a full reconnection model [82, 83], although the magnetic 

island behavior is only partially consistent with that model. 

Recently, 2-D ECE imaging measurements have been used to reveal the mechanism by 

which NTMs are suppressed by ECRH in TEXTOR [74, 79]. Electron cyclotron waves 

can suppress NTM islands by either driving non-inductive current in the island with 

ECCD [84] or by heating the island with ECRH [85]. ECCD is thought to be more 

effective, but in experiments on TEXTOR, ECRH has been shown to be particularly 

effective at suppressing NTM’s. In the TEXTOR experiments 2-D ECE imaging has been 

used to observe the ECRH suppression mechanism at the q=2 surface on the LFS of the 

plasma magnetic axis. Results are summarized in Fig. 9. Since the ECE imaging 

diagnostic covers less than 10% of the circumference of the q=2 surface on the LFS (Fig. 

9(a)), the ECE imaging data for one full rotation period is mapped onto a poloidal shell to 

reconstruct the poloidal mode structure, assuming rigid poloidal rotation of the q=2 
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surface. Singular value decomposition (SVD) splits the data from the 8x16 image into 

128 pairs of space and time eigenvectors. Keeping only the largest eigenvectors from the 

SVD filters most of the incoherent noise while retaining all physically important data, but 

without compromising the spatial or temporal resolution. Figure 9 shows a reconstruction 

of the island during the three main stages of the suppression process. Initially, the island 

is still ‘flat’, with very small temperature gradients inside the island (Fig. 9(a)). The hot 

plasma, deformed by the island, is clearly visible. Figure 9(b) shows the situation about 

10 ms after ECRH is turned on, when the temperature inside the island is peaked. Figure 

9(c) shows the steady state situation, more than 100 ms after the ECRH is turned on, with 

the island suppressed to about half its initial size. 

V. EBE RESEARCH ON OVERDENSE PLASMAS 

Magnetically confined plasma devices that operate in a regime where the electron 

density is sufficiently high that the electron plasma frequency far exceeds the electron 

cyclotron frequency (ωpe >> ωce) cannot use established ECE or ECA diagnostic 

techniques. This regime is often referred to as “overdense”. Plasma devices that operate 

in this regime include reversed field pinches, spherical tori, and higher aspect ratio 

tokamaks and stellarators that operate at high plasma pressures in relation to their 

confining magnetic fields, that is at high β. The electrostatic electron Bernstein wave 

(EBW) [86] propagates perpendicular to the magnetic field in the overdense regime and it 

is strongly emitted and absorbed at EC resonances. The typical optical depth for EBE in 

overdense plasma is much higher than for ECE in underdense plasma [87]. These 

characteristics make thermal EBE attractive as a Te(R,t) diagnostic for overdense 

plasmas. However there are two challenges in using EBE as a plasma diagnostic; one is 

that EBWs cannot propagate outside the upper hybrid resonance (UHR) that surrounds 
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overdense plasma. Consequently, EBE diagnostics rely on mode conversion of the EBWs 

to electromagnetic waves in the vicinity of the UHR to couple EBE to an antenna outside 

the plasma. EBE can convert to electromagnetic waves outside the plasma by two 

coupling schemes; either by tunneling perpendicular to the magnetic field to the X-mode 

(B-X conversion) [19] or by coupling obliquely to the magnetic field to the O-mode  

(B-X-O conversion) [20]. The other challenge in using EBE as a diagnostic is that the 

propagation and dispersion of the EBW is a complicated function of both the local 

magnetic field and electron temperature. A viable EBE Te(R) diagnostic therefore usually 

requires considerable numerical modeling and analysis in order to reconstruct Te(R).  

Te(R) was first measured successfully with EBE radiometry by using B-X-O 

conversion on the Wendelstein-7AS stellarator (W7-AS) [21, 22]. Several years later, 

Te(R) was measured using B-X conversion on the CDX-U spherical torus [88]. In 

addition to measuring the electron temperature profile evolution, the 4-12 GHz B-X 

radiometer on CDX-U measured the electron thermal diffusivity [89] and the magnetic 

field profile [90]. In the CDX-U experiments, B-X conversion was enhanced to ~100% 

by using a local limiter to modify the electron density scale length at the UHR in front of 

the antenna. While this technique is applicable to relatively low temperature spherical 

torus plasmas, like CDX-U where Te ~ 10-20 eV at the plasma edge, it is not easily 

applied to hotter spherical torus devices, like the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak 

(MAST) in England or the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) in the USA. 

 Extensive EBE studies, via B-X-O conversion, have been conducted on MAST, in 

the frequency range 16-67 GHz, covering the first 6 EC harmonics [91-94]. There are 

two EBE heterodyne radiometers on MAST. One radiometer is a 12-channel instrument 

covering 54-66 GHz with 1 GHz spectral and 10 µs temporal resolution. This radiometer 
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operates around the frequency of the 1 MW 60 GHz heating system on MAST and 

shares the heating system’s antennas and transmission lines. To maintain the mode 

purity, the radiometer is connected to one of the TE01 transmission lines used for heating 

via a mode converter. This arrangement provides exactly the same polarization and 

beam pattern for the EBE measurements as is employed in heating experiments. The 

other radiometer is a frequency scanning radiometer [95] that covers 16-60 GHz. A 

typical EBE spectrum from this later radiometer during a high density H-mode is shown 

in Fig. 10. Fundamental and second harmonic EBE can be clearly seen during the shot. 

In general, the observed EBE spectral behavior is consistent with the theory of mode 

coupling and EBW propagation in spherical torus plasmas. However, some features of 

the EBE spectrum, especially during the H-mode [91, 92], are not fully understood and 

require further research. 

Approximately 80% fundamental B-X-O conversion has been measured during 

NSTX L-mode plasmas with a 12-18 GHz radiometer [96]. The time evolution of the 

EBE radiation temperature and its polarization agreed well with a numerical simulation 

that included 3-D EBW ray tracing and a 1-D full wave mode conversion model [97]. 

However in NSTX H-mode plasmas measured B-X-O conversion efficiencies were 

much lower than the level predicted by the numerical simulation [98, 99]. Recently, 

more detailed measurements, using two remotely steered quad-ridged antennas 

connected to 8-18 GHz and 18-40 GHz radiometers [100] continue to show almost no 

EBW coupling from H-mode plasmas. 

Measurements of B-X conversion on the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) reversed 

field pinch in the USA have yielded intrinsic B-X conversion efficiencies of up to ~ 75% 

and EBE from MST was confirmed to be predominantly X-mode polarized, as expected. 
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[101]. On the TST-2 spherical torus in Japan a B-X EBE diagnostic, that combined a 

hetreodyne EBE radiometer with a reflectometer, measured EBE between 5 and 12 GHz 

and the density profile in front of the radiometer antenna [102]. B-X mode conversion 

efficiencies of 50-80% were deduced from a 1-D full-wave calculation and an electron 

temperature profile was successfully reconstructed from the fundamental and second 

harmonic EBE.  

Recent EBE modeling with the 3-D ray tracing code GENRAY [103] show that 

energetic electrons, expected during EBW current drive (EBWCD) in NSTX, will 

generate EBE that dominates the emission from thermal electrons. At β ~ 40%, central 

thermal EBE measurements may not be possible if there are intervening non-thermal 

electrons driven by EBWCD. Modeling non-thermal EBE behavior is inherently more 

challenging than modeling non-thermal ECE. For example, the parallel refractive index 

of EBWs can oscillate about zero as the wave propagates in the plasma, creating a 

“staircase-like” effect in the EBE frequency spectrum. Interpretation of EBE from non-

thermal distributions will clearly require a close interaction between experimental 

measurements and numerical modeling. EBE research appears to have reached a point in 

its development that is similar to where ECE research was 25-30 years ago.  

VI. CHALLENGES FOR ECE MEASUREMENTS ON ITER 

ECE spectra from high temperature reactor-grade plasmas operating at central 

electron temperatures of 20-40 keV, such as those expected in ITER, will exhibit a large 

relativistic downshift and broadening [104-106]. These relativistic effects limit the radial 

resolution of Te(R) measurements and the ability to measure Te near the magnetic axis. 

When ECE is measured perpendicular to the confining magnetic field near the plasma 

midplane, absorption from the downshifted third harmonic EC resonance makes second 
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harmonic X-mode measurements of Te near the axis of ITER impossible for  

Te(0) > 15 keV. Similarly, O-mode fundamental measurements of central Te in ITER are 

only possible up to ~ 30 keV. Furthermore, at Te ~ 30 keV the major radial resolution of  

O-mode fundamental measurements is degraded to 0.15-0.2 m, and where dTe/dR is 

large [106], such as in the vicinity of an internal electron transport barrier or edge H-

mode pedestal, resolution is degraded further to 0.2 – 0.3 m. Near-vertical ECE 

measurements can significantly reduce harmonic overlap, but at high Te relativistic 

effects extend the region of anomalous dispersion near the EC resonance layer further 

out from that layer, bending rays away from the resonance and again preventing Te 

measurements near the axis [104]. 

Recently, it has been proposed that a an ECE measurement oblique to the magnetic 

field could allow second harmonic, X-mode measurements of a high temperature 

reactor-grade tokamak plasma up to Te~24 keV and fundamental, O-mode 

measurements up to Te ~50 keV [107]. In the proposed technique the angle between the 

antenna sightline and the equatorial plane (θport) is varied to minimize relativistic 

broadening and hence the frequency overlap between second and third harmonic ECE. 

The Trubnikov [108] expression for the emissivity perpendicular to the magnetic field 

has been extended for oblique propagation for plasmas with a relativistic Maxwellian 

velocity distribution. Calculations for second harmonic X-mode ECE from a plasma 

with JT-60 tokamak parameters, namely plasma major radius (Ro) = 3.4 m, minor radius 

(ap) = 1 m, electron density (ne) = 2x1019 m-3, and axial toroidal magnetic field (BT(0)) = 

4T, but with Te(0) increased to 25 keV, show that it is possible to recover a measurement 

of Te(0) by decreasing θport from 90o to 60o (Fig. 11). Similarly, measurements up to 
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Te(0) ~ 50 keV are predicted for fundamental O-mode ECE. However, when ne, BT(0) or 

ap/Ro increase, the maximum measurable Te(0) decreases.  

EC radiation will be a major player in plasma energy transport in ITER [109]. For 

some ITER steady-state scenarios, where Te(0) > 35 keV, power loss due to ECE is 

expected to exceed the loss due to bremsstrahlung and EC radiation transport will be 

comparable to, or even exceed, the plasma energy transport. In ITER plasmas changes in 

wall reflectivity are expected to play a major role when wall reflectivity is > 60%. For 

example, increasing wall reflectivity from 60 to 100% could increase Te(0) by ~ 30%. 

Also a relatively small population of fast electrons with energies above the bulk of the 

electron thermal distribution can modify and enhance the EC power loss [110]. 

Consequently, on ITER it will be important to measure the total ECE loss with 

broadband, wide angle antennas and EC radiation transport will need to be explicitly 

included in the plasma transport analysis. Clearly ECE measurements will be even more 

important on ITER than they are on present-day devices.  

In optically thick magnetically-confined tokamak plasmas where Te ≤ 7 keV, Te(R) 

measured by ECE is generally in good agreement with Te(R) measured by laser 

Thomson scattering (TS), with any differences being less than 10%. However, there has 

been growing evidence that this may not be true at higher electron temperatures, at least 

under some conditions. Discrepancies between ECE and TS Te measurements in plasmas 

with Te > 7 keV were first reported in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) in the 

USA [111, 112]. The discrepancy between ECE and TS was reported to increase with 

increasing Te. More recently, a similar discrepancy was reported in the JET tokamak 

[113]. An analysis of the JET ECE data suggests that there may be non-Maxwellian 

distortions in the bulk electron velocity distribution at around 1.5 times the average 
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thermal momentum in regions of the plasma where Te ≥ 7 keV. Similar effects have 

been reported during ECRH plasmas in the FTU tokamak in Italy [114]. It is clear that 

understanding the discrepancy between ECE and TS Te measurements at high Te is 

important for ITER and other future reactor-grade nuclear fusion devices. An obliquely-

viewing ECE diagnostic has been installed on JET to simultaneously measure the ECE 

at ~0o, ~10o and ~20o with respect to the normal to the magnetic field, in order to study 

the behavior of the bulk electron distribution at high Te with good spatial and energy 

resolution [33-35]. A similar oblique ECE view is being considered for the proposed 

ITER midplane ECE diagnostic [106]. It may also be possible to use the back scattering 

antenna array on the receiver side of the proposed ITER microwave fast ion collective 

Thomson scattering diagnostic [115] for oblique ECE measurements.  

VII. SUMMARY 

Over the quarter-century since it was first successfully used to measure the Te(R) 

profile, ECE has evolved into an invaluable tool for studying the physics of magnetically 

confined plasma in nuclear fusion research devices. There have been significant recent 

developments in ECE research and ECE-related technology. 2-D ECE imaging and 

intensity correlation techniques are providing a deeper understanding of MHD behavior 

and the role of electron collective turbulence in electron thermal transport. Real-time 

ECE analysis is enabling dynamic NTM suppression by ECCD and ECRH. EBE 

research is opening the possibility of extending ECE diagnostic techniques to the study 

of “overdense” high β plasmas. As the electron temperature of fusion research devices 

has increased, relativistic effects have become increasingly important in the analysis of 

ECE measurements. There are hints of non-Maxwelian behavior in the bulk electron 

distribution at Te > 10 keV that has potential significance for ITER. For the first time 
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ITER presents us with a truly reactor-grade plasma, it also presents significant 

challenges for ECE measurements in the next quarter-century. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 

JET oblique ECE antenna. Photograph reproduced by courtesy of Thomas Keating Ltd. 

[Reprinted from Fusion Eng. Des. 74, 691 (2005), C. SOZZI, et al., “Optical Design of 

the Oblique ECE Antenna System for JET”, Copyright 2005, with permission from 

Elsevier] 

Figure 2 

Schematic layout Martin-Puplett interferometer with rotating helicoidal mirror.  

Figure 3 

(a) Schematic layout of TEXTOR “Line of Sight” NTM ECE feedback system and (b) 

schematic of receiver optics for the ECE feedback system. [Reprinted with permission 

from J.W. OOSTERBEEK, et al. “Design of a Dedicated ECE Diagnostic for Feedback 

Control of Instabilities by ECRH”, Proc. 14th Joint Workshop on ECE and ECRH, 

(Santorini, Greece, May 2006) ed. Avrilios Lazaros (Heliotopos Conferences Ltd., 

Athens, Greece, 2006, ISBN: 960-89228-2-8) p. 232.] 

Figure 4 

Development of temperature oscillation in TCV during a predominantly Ohmically-

heated discharge with counter-ECCD on axis in discharge 32035. [Reprinted with 

permission from V.S. UDINTSEV et al, “Overview of Recent Results of ECE on TCV”, 

submitted to Fusion Sci. Technol. (2006).] 
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Figure 5 

Time histories of beam power, MHD mode amplitude, and ECE radiation temperature 

for a DIII-D discharge with an EHO ECE burst in channels 9 and 10 (the burst saturates 

the amplifier on channel 9) [Reprinted with permission from M.E. AUSTIN, et al., 

“Investigation of Narrowband ECE Bursts in DIII-D Plasmas”, Proc. 14th Joint 

Workshop on ECE and ECRH, (Santorini, Greece, May 2006) ed. Avrilios Lazaros 

(Heliotopos Conferences Ltd., Athens, Greece, 2006, ISBN: 960-89228-2-8) p. 179] 

Figure 6 

Schematic layout of a 2-D ECE imaging system [Reprinted with permission from H. 

PARK, et al., “Simultaneous Microwave Imaging System for Density and Temperature 

Fluctuation Measurements on TEXTOR”, Review of Scientific Instruments, 75, 3787 

(2004). Copyright 2004, American Institute of Physics]. 

Figure 7 

The detailed schematic of the TEXTOR 2-D ECE imaging (ECEI) and microwave 

imaging reflectometer (MIR) systems: (a) poloidal focusing mirror; (b) toroidal focusing 

mirror; (c) beam splitter for MIR and ECEI signals; (d) H-plane focusing lens for ECEI 

system; (e) E-plane focusing lens for ECEI system; (f) flat mirror; and (g) moveable lens 

for the ECEI system focal depth change (h) beam splitter (50/50) for MIR source beam 

and signal (i and j) MIR source beam and collimating lens, (k) MIR detection array, (m) 

ECEI detection array. [Reprinted with permission from H. PARK, et al, “Simultaneous 

Microwave Imaging System for Density and Temperature Fluctuation Measurements on 

TEXTOR”, Review of Scientific Instruments, 75, 3787 (2004). Copyright 2004, American 

Institute of Physics.] 
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Figure 8 

2-D images of a sawtooth crash at the HFS of TEXTOR are shown with the time history 

of the electron temperature fluctuation at Z = 0, R = 148 cm. The reconnection process is 

similar to that observed at the low field side. A sharp temperature point develops with the 

moderate swelling of the hot core (frame 4) but fails to lead to reconnection on the first 

attempt. In the second attempt, the sharp temperature point accompanied with the strong 

swelling of the hot spot (kink instability) (frames 6 and 7) succeeds in crossing the 

inversion radius through a small opening (~ a few cm). The opening increases up to ~10 

cm, and the heat flows out from the hot spot. The nested magnetic surfaces from the core 

push the heat flow out (frame 11), and, eventually,  symmetry is recovered (frame 12). 

[Reprinted with permission from H. K. PARK, et al., “Observation of High-Field-Side 

Crash and Heat Transfer during Sawtooth Oscillation in Magnetically Confined 

Plasmas”, Physical Review Letters 96, 195003 (2006). Copyright 2006] 

Figure 9 

Poloidal reconstruction of a magnetic island during suppression by ECRH on TEXTOR 

measured by 2-D ECE imaging. Representation of the island mode structure from 2-D 

ECE measurements on the LFS reconstructed during a full rotation period of 2 ms.  (a) 

flat island, (b) heated island, 10 ms after ECRH is turned on, and c) suppressed island, 

more than 100 ms after ECRH is turned on. [Reprinted with permission from I.G.J. 

CLASSEN, et al., “2-D ECE Temperature Mmeasurements Inside Tearing Modes, 

Revealing the Suppression Mechanism by ECRH at TEXTOR”, Proc. 14th Joint 

Workshop on ECE and ECRH, (Santorini, Greece, May 2006) ed. Avrilios Lazaros 

(Heliotopos Conferences Ltd., Athens, Greece, 2006, ISBN: 960-89228-2-8) p. 134.] 
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Figure 10 

EBE spectrum measured during MAST plasma shot #7798. Red areas correspond to high 

EBE intensity. 60 GHz microwave power was injected at 0.21-0.24 s. The time 

dependence of the plasma current (Ip) , radius of the last closed flux surface (RLCFS) and 

the toroidal field current (ITF) is also plotted. [Reprinted with permission from V. 

SHEVCHENKO, et al., “Development of Electron Bernstein Wave Research in MAST” 

submitted to Fusion Sci. Technol. (2006).] 

Figure 11 

Measured Te(r/a) for cases with different θport. Dotted line represents electron temperature 

measured by second and third harmonic X-mode ECE.  [Reprinted with permission from 

M. SATO and A. ISAYAMA, “Evaluation of ECE Spectra on the Oblique Propagation 

and Application to Electron Temperature Measurement in a Reactor Grade Tokamak”, 

submitted to Fusion Sci. Technol. (2006).] 
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